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10/29/2021 18:22 Mark Baer

Council, I did leave a previous email but simply wish to emphasize at this point my 

increasing understanding of the need to lessen light pollution for the health of our 

community (people!) to say nothing of the rest of the co-habitants of this place. You’ve 

probably seen this, but just in case, this is a wonderful (local!) production and I hope it 

helps sway you to approve both the minimum lighting (lumens) necessary but also to 

make sure that all lighting is directed downward toward it’s target and not allow to 

haphazardly diffuse into the night skies. Thank you, Mark W. Baer Avenues, SLC, Utah

Street Lighting Master 

Plan

10/29/2021 18:38 John Doe

Constituent called in wondering about the Council's interactions with The Otherside 

Academy. Homelessness

11/1/2021 14:46 Susan Dawson

Mayor Mendenhall Councilman Wharton While I realize these comments are later than 

you would hope, I would appreciate your consideration as timely responses in this 

inefficient era are not always possible. 1. Sometime ago Salt Lake City invested significant 

funds to change out most of the street lights and directing the light downward, 

effectively darkening the skies to the benefits of everyone in the city. Now it plans to 

destroy this benefit for everyone by using high color lights in the Avenues. Why would 

Salt Lake City sabotage its own success? 2. At the very least reconsider the light 

temperature. A maximum of 2200K is appropriate for neighborhoods and better for the 

ecosystem. Warm light temperatures have been shown to interfere with sleep cycles and 

disruptive sleep is destructive to health. Why would Salt Lake City undermine the health 

of its residents? 3. Additionally the Great Salt Lake it a critical stopping point for most 

north-south bird migration in this hemisphere. Warm light temperatures have been 

shown to disrupt bird migration. The bird migration is critical to the world and important 

to tourism in Salt Lake City. Why would Salt Lake City undermine its reputation with such 

an ecologically irresponsible (and frankly frivolous) plan? Please follow the Dark Skies / 

IES lighting principles. Respectfully, Susan Dawson

Street Lighting Master 

Plan

11/2/2021 13:16 Pete Choles

please conduct a full evaluation and environmental impact study on the new 

construction of trails in city creek canyon and above the avenues. thank you. peter 

choles

Foothills Trail System 

Master Plan
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11/2/2021 13:17 Maria Goller

Dear City Council, I am emailing you to voice concern about Salt Lake City's current 

Foothills Trails System Plan. I am against the creation of new trails in the Foothills area 

around Salt Lake City. Instead, I hope SLC will conduct a thorough inventory of existing 

trails in these areas. Growing up in Salt Lake, I spent many hours exploring the many 

trails crisscrossing the Foothills. Today, these trails are still in place. I believe the Plan 

should be to improve and maintain existing trails rather than adding even more to this 

highly-trafficked area. As an avid hiker and trained ecologist, I despise the new trail 

system for many reasons, not least of which because they often run alongside pre-

existing trails. I hope you will do the right thing and not allow further damage to our 

beloved Foothills. Thank you. Sincerely, Maria Goller Ph.D. Ecology & Animal Behavior

Foothills Trail System 

Master Plan
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